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a b s t r a c t
An open problem in the field of random searches relates to optimizing the search
efficiency in fractal environments. Here we address this issue through a systematic
study of Lévy searches in landscapes encompassing several degrees of target aggregation
and fractality. For scarce resources, non-destructive searches with unrestricted revisits
to targets are shown to present universal optimal behavior irrespective of the general
scaling properties of the spatial distribution of targets. In contrast, no such universal
behavior occurs in the destructive case with forbidden revisits, in which the optimal
strategy strongly depends on the degree of target aggregation. We also investigate
how the presence of memory and learning skills of the searcher affect the search
efficiency. By considering a limiting model in which the searcher learns through
recent experience to recognize food-rich areas, we find that a statistical memory of
previous encounters does not necessarily increase the rate of target findings in random
searches. Instead, there is an optimal extent of memory, dependent on specific details
of the search space and stochastic dynamics, which maximizes the search efficiency.
This finding suggests a more general result, namely that in some instances there are
actual advantages to ignoring certain pieces of partial information while searching
for objects.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The search for objects whose locations are not known a priori is an important and ubiquitous activity [1], with practical
realizations in contexts as diverse as regulatory proteins ‘‘looking for’’ specific DNA spots [2,3] and automated computer
searches of registers in high-capacity databases [4]. Recently, this general problem has also found interesting connections
with human mobility and related topics [5–7]. A classical context in which random searches have been applied in the last
four decades is animal foraging [1,8–12], with the foraging individuals looking for prey in a search environment.
Animal foraging is a highly complex activity, including interrelated variables usually hard to model accurately, such
as those related to landscape features, learning through experience the location of food-rich regions, predator–prey
relationships and reproduction, to name but a few. From the mid-1990s a whole stream of limiting search models [1],
not contemplating all these factors at once but focusing, instead, on a statistical-physics-like approach, has been applied
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to study foraging behavior. The striking results obtained on the basis of scaling ideas and the (generalized) central limit
theorem have indubitably led to progress in this field [1]. We cite, among themost studied random searchmodels proposed
when the searcher deals with incomplete information on the target locations, correlated random walks [10,13,14], Lévy
flights and walks [1,15–38], intermittent walks [39–48], and composite Brownian walks [49–51]. We also mention recent
results in which some Lévy flights are shown to emerge from continuous-time correlated random walks [52].
Lévy random searchers, with probability density function (pdf) of step lengths p(ℓ) ∼ ℓ−µ, for 1 < µ ≤ 3, have
successfully explained [25] the emergence of optimal searches in landscapes with randomly and scarcely distributed target
sites. In this regime, two limiting situations have been extensively analyzed [25]: (i) non-destructive searches, inwhich each
new search begins in the vicinity of the last target found with unrestricted revisits; and (ii) destructive searches, in which,
once it has been found, the target becomes inaccessible to future visits. In the former case, search processes with optimal
(i.e. maximum) efficiency are achieved [25] for µopt,nd ≈ 2 (a ‘‘compromise’’ superdiffusive solution with scale invariant
step length distribution; see below), whereas in the latter, µopt,d → 1 (ballistic motion). On considering constraints in the
energy balance of the search [53,54], or varying the searcher’s starting point [44,48], the degree of target revisitability, the
temporal regeneration [53,54] or the landscape heterogeneity [55], intermediate values of µopt emerge. It is particularly
interesting to note the effect of the initial conditions of the search on the efficiency in uniform environments. When the
searcher starts on average at a large distance ∼λ from all targets in a scarce landscape, with λ denoting the length of the
mean free path of the target distribution, the optimal strategy is ballistic,µopt → 1 [25]. Nevertheless, as the initial distance
to the last target detected decreases, a crossover shift in µ occurs towards a regime in which ballistic and superdiffusive
searches with µ < 2 can be equally effective [35,36,44,48,55]. In the non-destructive limit, in which the searcher always
starts in the close vicinity of a target, the maximum efficiency with µopt,nd ≈ 2 is recovered. On the other hand, when
resources are plentiful, Lévy strategies are unnecessary [25], and efficient Brownian optimal searches may arise with, e.g., a
Poisson-like exponential pdf of step lengths [37,38].
Intermediate optimal exponents, µopt ≈ 2, are not exclusive of the foraging behavior of Lévy walkers. Indeed, they have
been reported in contexts as diverse as the search for a target by a set of particles (proteins) on a rapidly folding polymer
(DNA) with volume exchange [56]. In this case, the topology of the search space (DNA chains) plays a fundamental role in
the emergence of optimal Lévy flight searches, which, despite the differences from Lévy walk random searches, also leads
to a pdf of ‘‘step lengths’’ with optimal search strategy related to the exponent µopt ≈ 2.
In spite of the striking progress that these ideas have brought to the understanding of random searches in general and
animal foraging behavior in particular [1], there are still some relevant aspects of random searchers in realistic scenarios
which need further consideration. Two very important ones are related to the study of the efficiency and rate of encounters
(i) in searches taking place in more complex environments, in which the target distribution is not simply uniform, but,
instead, presents scale-free fractal patterns, and (ii) in searches with the presence of memory and learning skills of the
searcher, allowing it to make decisions guided by partial information on the local target distribution.
Regarding the issue (i) above, fractal distributions of target sites are actually realistic in the context of animal
foraging [57]. Usually food or prey is not uniformly distributed, appearing, instead, heterogeneously clustered in aggregates
or patches [58–60]. Whereas some kinds of patchy distributions do present typical spatial scales, other aggregate forms
suggest [61–63] a hierarchical structure consistent with a scale-free fractal pattern. For instance, scale invariant (power-
law) distributions of zooplankton and krill prey fields, consumed by marine predators such as sharks and penguins, have
been recently reported in an extensive experimental study [37]. We should mention, as regards the fractal distribution of
prey in terrestrial environments [64–71], that the empirical evidence is less compelling than that for marine ones.
On the other hand, memory and learning abilities are fundamental ingredients in realistic searches, with relevant
impact on the search efficiency and encounter rates [72]. There are numerous works that report on the use of memory
about prey location by foraging individuals [30,31,72–77]. On the theoretical side, memory skills have mostly been either
completely absent or only indirectly incorporated in limiting searchmodels,mainly in the context of correlated, intermittent
or composite Brownian walks. In these cases, the connection with memory effects generally occurs through the breaking
down of a previous directional trend, induced in some situations by autocorrelation between relative turning angles of
successive displacements, in models sometimes including two-phase dynamics (e.g. the detection of targets in high-density
regions and events of reallocation between patches). For example, in Ref. [47] bouts of Lévy search alternate with a more
intensive Brownian walk strategy. In this case, switches from extensive to intensive search are prompted by the detection
of a single target, whereas the opposite occurs if no target is located after traveling some ‘‘giving-up distance’’.
We alsomention that the two issues above are crucial to a relevant current debate in the area. It relates to the question [1]
of whether the empirically observed occurrence of optimal fractal search strategies is due to innate features of the foragers
or is an emergent property. In the former, the search dynamics could possibly be driven by evolutionary mechanisms acting
in the long run, whereas in the latter it could directly result from the sequence of encounter events determined by the target
distribution and/or by a partial mapping (memory) of the search space assembled by the experienced forager.
Motivatedby these questions, our objective in thiswork is twofold.We first performanextensive analysis of the efficiency
of non-destructive and destructive searches in landscapes with a broad range of fractal dimensions. In fact, most works
considering aggregate distributions of targets have actually dealt with non-fractal numerical models with a small number of
characteristic spatial scales [1]. In contrast, only a few studies have in fact considered search models in genuinely scale-free
(power-law) fractal spaces [34,37]. Nevertheless, in these works a single fractal dimension is usually fixed. For example,
in Ref. [34] a fractal landscape is generated with the target locations determined as the points visited by a Lévy flight of
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exponent β = 2 (see the definition of the power-law exponent β in Eq. (1) below). Therefore, a systematic survey of random
searches’ outcomes in scale-free environments, encompassing several degrees of target aggregation and fractality, is still
lacking.
In this context, our results for the optimal search strategy of the low-density non-destructive case in all fractal dimensions
considered, µopt,nd ≈ 2, interestingly coincide with those previously reported for scarcely uniform [25] and (non-fractal)
patchy [34,47] distributions with well-defined spatial scales. This finding indicates that the limiting case of non-destructive
searches presents universal optimal behavior irrespective of the general scaling properties (the presence or absence of
scaling invariance) of the spatial distribution of target sites. In contrast, no such universal behavior is observed in the low-
density destructive case, with the optimal exponent, 1 ≤ µopt,d ≤ 2, displaying strong dependence on the degree of target
aggregation.
Regarding the memory and learning abilities of the searcher, in contrast to the approach generally considered for corre-
lated, intermittent or composite walks, in this contribution we present a limiting model in which the searcher’s decisions
are explicitly taken with reference to data statistics of the set of previous target encounters (i.e. a learning–memory-based
decision-making process). Here memory does not imply the permanent register of target positions upon finding. In fact, in
most realistic situations it might be even counterintuitive to retain such information indefinitelywhen complex and dynam-
ical environments permanently keep changing on short or intermediate time scales. In contrast, in our model the searcher
develops a sense of being inserted into rich or poor resource regions by constantly updating the number of targets found in
a recent fraction of the search path (‘‘memory’’). Thus, the subsequent decisions on the next step lengths are taken accord-
ingly, in order to improve the search performance (‘‘learning’’). In order to make contact with realistic foraging situations,
we also mention that it is actually possible for animals with incomplete information on the target distribution to estimate
the local abundance of resources, or patch quality, from the perception of the number of food items previously encountered
(for a review, see Ref. [73]). This updated sampling information may indeed serve as the basis on which a decision-making
process can be undertaken.
On comparing the cases of null, short-range and long-range memory in both uniform and fractal landscapes, we come
to an interesting conclusion: the statistical memory of previous findings does not necessarily increase the rate of target
encounters in random searches. Instead, we find that there is an optimal extent of the memory accessed to guide the future
search decisions which maximizes the search efficiency. This optimal memory size is found to depend on specific details of
the search space and dynamics.
The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 2, we present a random search model based on a Lévy pdf of step
lengths in a scale-free fractal landscape of target sites. We discuss numerical results on non-destructive and destructive
searches in several fractal dimensions, and compare the findings with those obtained using a uniform distribution with
characteristic spatial scale and the same low overall density of targets. A model including memory and learning skills of the
Lévy random searcher is introduced in Section 3, with results presented for uniform and fractal landscapes. A discussion and
concluding remarks are left to Section 4.
2. Lévy searches in fractal environments
We start by considering a Lévy random searcher without memory skills in a fractal landscape. To set up the fractal
distribution of target sites in a two-dimensional search space, we first allow a Lévy flight to visit a sequence of N = 104
points in a discrete L × L grid of unity lattice spacing, with L = 104 and periodic boundary conditions (low overall target
density: ρ = N/L2 = 10−4 ≪ 1). Targets are represented by small squares of unit side. Once the coordinates of the first
target are randomly chosen, the distances d between subsequent target sites are drawn from the long-tail power-law pdf
ω(d) =

0, d < d0,
Ad−β , d0 ≤ d ≤ L, (1)
where A is the normalization constant and d0 = 1 ≪ L is a lower cutoff distance. The direction linking the positions of
two consecutive targets is chosen with equiprobability in the 2π range. We also consider, for comparison, in addition to
the fractal environments, a uniformly random distribution of N = 104 targets in an L × L area, with L = 104 and periodic
boundary conditions (i.e. the same overall target density).
Fig. 1 illustrates some typical spatial arrangements of targets, with several degrees of target aggregation and fractal
dimensions. Notice that the representative cases β → 1 and β = 3 correspond to situations in which the targets are,
respectively, widely spread (due to the combined effect of frequent large d values drawn from Eq. (1) and periodic boundary
conditions) and compactly aggregate in only a fewclusters (due to the lowprobability of taking large distances d). Landscapes
with intermediate values, β ≈ 2, visibly include many aggregates separated by large empty spaces. This fact also arises as a
consequence of the pdf (1), which, for β ≈ 2, generates a set with a great number of small distances d alternating between
a few, but relevant, large values of d. At this point a comment on the interplay between the target density and the fractal
dimension is in order. It is known [15,17] that the set of a sufficiently large number of visited points generated through
Eq. (1) forms a Lévy dust of fractal dimension df = β − 1, and so for β ≥ 3 the two-dimensional uniform asymptotical
limit is recovered. In the low-density scarcity foraging conditions studied in this work, with N = 104 and ρ = 10−4,
this asymptotical regime is not yet achieved for β & 3. Consequently, as seen in Fig. 1(d), the fractal pattern for β = 3
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Fig. 1. Typical spatial arrangements of targets, with several degrees of target aggregation and fractal dimensions: (a) (non-fractal) uniform, (b) β = 1.1,
(c) β = 2 and (d) β = 3. In the representative cases β → 1 and β = 3 the targets are, respectively, widely spread and compactly aggregate in only a few
clusters. Landscapes with intermediate values of β include many aggregates separated by large empty spaces.
and N = 104 cannot extend throughout the whole search arena, a result that is actually progressively obtained as denser
landscapeswith largerN (e.g.N ∼ 107) are considered. Therefore, as discussed below, some care is neededwhen comparing
our low-density results in the large-β regime with those published previously [35,36,47,48].
Once the target landscape is set, a Lévy random walker starts the search with statistically independent step lengths
chosen from the pdf
p(ℓ) =

0, ℓ < ℓ0,
Bℓ−µ, ℓ ≥ ℓ0, (2)
with B the normalization constant and the lower cutoff ℓ0 = 1 representing the minimum flight length. Step directions
are uniformly distributed in the 2π range. The power-law dependence of Eq. (2) represents the long-range asymptotical
behavior of the complete family of Lévy stable distributions of index α = µ − 1 [17]. Moreover, as the second moment
of pdf (2) diverges for 1 < µ ≤ 3, the central limit theorem does not hold, and anomalous (superdiffusive) dynamics
takes place, governed by the generalized central limit theorem [17]. Indeed, Lévy walks and flights are related to a Hurst
exponent [17] H > 1/2, whereas Brownian behavior (diffusive walks with H = 1/2) emerges for µ > 3. Lévy flights and
walks are distinct in an important way, with the latter having a finite velocity component which implies a spatiotemporal
coupling. Consequently, the ballistic dynamical regime of Lévy flights is associated with the quadratic growing with time
of the rescaled ‘‘mean square displacement’’, whereas in Lévy walks ballistic behavior (H = 1 and µ → 1) corresponds
to a finite-velocity walk that never changes direction. The case µ = 2 corresponds to the asymptotic Cauchy distribution,
whereas forµ ≤ 1, function (2) is not normalizable. Therefore, by varying the single parameterµ in Eq. (2), the whole range
of search dynamics can be accessed (from Brownian to superdiffusive and ballistic).
The dynamics of the Lévy random search is defined through the following model rules, in an algorithm of molecular
dynamics type [25]:
(i) If there is a target site located within a ‘‘direct vision’’ distance rv = 1, then the searcher moves on a straight line to the
nearest target site.
(ii) If there is no target site within a distance rv , then in its jth step the searcher chooses a direction at random and a distance
ℓj from the pdf (2), which is assumed to be the same for all j. It then moves to the new point (through small discrete
increments), continually looking for a target within a radius rv along its way. If it does not detect a target, it stops after
traversing the distance ℓj and chooses a new direction and a new distance ℓj+1. Otherwise it proceeds to the target as in
rule (i).
Here we are interested in searches in environments scarce in targets. In this case, leaving the present position to look
randomly for targets (rule (ii)) should occurmuchmore frequently than simply detecting a site in the searcher’s close vicinity
([rule (i)), a regime favored when targets are plentiful. Moreover, as rule (ii) indicates, the search path eventually comprises
truncated steps due to the encountering of targets, so the power-law decay of Eq. (2) cannot actually extend all the way
to infinity, giving rise to an effective truncated Lévy distribution [78]. In spite of this, in the low-density regime the search
should retain the most relevant properties of a non-truncated Lévy walk to a considerable extent. For example, in the case
of a uniform distribution of targets with length of mean free path λ ∝ ρ−1, the ratio r of the number of truncated steps to
the non-truncated ones is the inverse of the average number of steps performed between consecutive targets. This implies
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Fig. 2. (a) Efficiency, η, of the non-destructive (ND) search versus the parameters that drive the fractal distribution of targets, β , and the pdf of step lengths,
µ, in a fixed low target density, ρ = 10−4 . The globally optimal set is {µopt,nd ≈ 2, βopt,nd ≈ 2.4}. For any fixed β the largest η universally occurs at
µopt,nd ≈ 2. (b) Plot of η versus µ for some specific choices of β .
















Fig. 3. (a) Efficiency, η, of the destructive (D) search versus β and µ, in a fixed low target density, ρ = 10−4 . The globally optimal set is {µopt,d ≈ 1.9,
βopt,d ≈ 2.9}. For fixed β , a strong non-universal dependence on µ of the locus of the largest η arises: 1 . µopt,d(β) . 2. For example, µopt,d ≈ 1 for
β = 1.1 (which is similar to the situation for the optimal destructive strategy in the uniform case) and µopt,d ≈ 1.9 for β = 2.9. For β & 3.8 a plateau is
observed in the largest η, at µopt,d ≈ 1.9. (b) Plot of η versus µ for some specific choices of β .
r ∼ (λ/rv)(1−µ)/2 and r ∼ (λ/rv)1−µ, for λ≫ rv , in the non-destructive and destructive cases, respectively [25,79,80]. Thus,
except for µ→ 1 ballistic walks, one has that r ≪ 1 if λ ≫ rv . We notice that this general conclusion also holds in fractal
landscapes, with truncation occurring mainly within densely aggregated regions. In addition, the justification for truncated
distributions also arises naturally in the context of animal foraging, since directional persistence due to scanning is likely to
be broken at the finding of targets [34]. Indeed, infinitely long rectilinear moves are not allowed for searching organisms.
The performance of the random search under constant global density can be measured through an efficiency function, η,
defined [25] after the encounter of a statistically large number of targets (104 in this work) as the ratio of the number of sites
found to the total distance traversed by the searcher. Since this distance is equal to the product of the number of encounters
and the average distance traveled between consecutive findings, ⟨L⟩, then
η = 1⟨L⟩ . (3)
Here we take averages over 103 search walks.
Figs. 2 and 3 display the search efficiency η of the respective non-destructive (ND) and destructive (D) cases, as a function
of the parameters that drive the fractal distribution of targets (β) and the pdf of step lengths (µ). Wemention that, while the
target arrangement remains static in the non-destructive search, the inaccessibility of targets once they have been visited
confers a non-equilibrium dynamical character on the distribution in the destructive case. Therefore, in order to keep the
global density of targets unaltered in this case, every time a target is found and destroyed a new one is placed by following
the above rules and Eq. (1), with d denoting the distance to the last created target. In spite of this, the distinct superimposed
dynamics of the searcher and the lattice in the destructive case result in unexpected features absent in non-destructive
searches, as discussed below.
For the scarcity regime of non-destructive searches, we first notice in Fig. 2 that the maximum η always occurs at
µopt,nd ≈ 2 for any fixed β . In fact, this holds true even for β → 1, although in this case the comparative gain in η of
the optimal strategy is low. In other words, it is muchmore advantageous to use the optimal strategy (in comparison with a
Brownian search) in non-uniform landscapes than in uniformones, inwhich the best solution represents only amild increase
in efficiency. This optimal value coincides with the best non-destructive strategies under the same dynamical model rules
in uniform [25] and (non-fractal) patchy [34,47] landscapes, which, in contrast to scale-free environments, present typical
spatial scales. Therefore, our finding points to a universal optimal search behavior under scarcity conditionswhen revisits are
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Fig. 4. (a) Efficiency (on a log scale) of destructive searches as a function of µ, for fixed β = 3 and increasing overall density of targets, ρ = N/L2 , with
L = 104 . ((b)–(e)) Averages are taken over 103 landscape configurations. Observe that the expected results for the uniform destructive search, with the
maximum in µ < 2 and distinct µ values in this range almost equally efficient, are progressively obtained as the landscape filling increases.
unrestricted as regards the general scaling properties (presence or absence of scaling invariance) of the spatial distribution
of target sites.
On the other hand, no such universal feature is observed in destructive searches in scarce environments. As Fig. 3 shows,
the optimal destructive strategy for the uniform target distribution,µopt,d → 1, does not apply to allβ-spaces, and a function
1 . µopt,d(β) . 2 emerges. The almost 100% relative variation in µopt,d contrasts with the nearly β-independent value,
µopt,nd ≈ 2, found in the low-density non-destructive case (Fig. 2). In particular, as targets are less and less widely spread
(i.e. as β increases from 1), a fast crossover towards the non-destructive maximum occurs. For instance, we observe in Fig. 3
that µopt,d ≈ 1 for β = 1.1, whereas µopt,d ≈ 1.9 for β = 2.9. It is also interesting to note that the resemblance between
the β = 1.1 and uniform landscapes (see Fig. 1) results from the fact that, in the presence of periodic boundary conditions,
each time the walker with step lengths taken from Eq. (1) reaches the box boundary, the fractal pattern is interrupted and a
new one is initiated. Therefore, in the casewhere β is close to 1, long steps are very probable, so the box boundary is reached
very often. This causes a final spatial arrangement of targets with overlapping of fractal patterns, which in the asymptotic
limit becomes essentially indistinguishable from the uniform distribution. As a consequence, in both β = 1.1 and uniform
cases the optimal destructive strategy is similarly given by µopt,d ≈ 1.
These results favor the general view [55] that the mechanisms underlying non-destructive and destructive optimal
behaviors are fundamentally distinct under constant (global) low density of targets. In the former, as the walker restarts
the search after an encounter, there is always – independently of the value of the aggregation parameter β – a target located
at theminimumdistance≈rv from it, i.e. the target just found and that can be revisited again. Therefore, unless the very first
step after the encounter is unlikely given in the direction of the last target found, searches with µ→ 3 (normal diffusion)
usually tend to sweep in detail in the vicinity of this target until they find it (or another close site) after many small steps;
this results in a large ⟨L⟩ and low efficiency, Eq. (3). In contrast, strategies with µ → 1 (ballistic diffusion) may access the
farthest targets straightforwardly after a small number of large steps, also implying a large ⟨L⟩. The efficient compromise
between these two trends, leading to the lowest ⟨L⟩ and maximum η, is thus represented by a superdiffusive strategy with
an intermediate value, µopt,nd ≈ 2, independently of the value of β . On the other hand, if return to the target just found is
not allowed, as in the destructive case, then this competition effect is no longer present, and the largest efficiency essentially
depends on how the targets never visited are distributed around the searcher. If they are densely packed, as in the large-
β limit (see Fig. 1), the competing mechanism of the non-destructive case is emulated, and an intermediate µopt,d arises.
However, if targets are too far apart on average, as in uniform or β → 1 arrangements, the best strategy is the one of fastest
possible diffusivity, i.e. µopt,d → 1. We also mention that previously reported results for non-fractal search landscapes are
also consistent with this reasoning. Indeed, they indicate that, as one takes into account larger values of the (fixed) starting
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Fig. 5. Efficiency, η, of the (a) non-destructive (ND) and (b) destructive (D) searches versus µ. Data are shown for uniform, β = 2.4 ≈ βopt,nd (ND) and
β = 2.9 ≈ βopt,d (D) target landscapes, with global low densities ρ = 5 × 10−5 , 10−4 and 5 × 10−4 . In all cases the efficiencies of searches in fractal
landscapes exceed those of ones in uniform environments (notice that the η-axis is on a log scale). Solid lines are guides to the eyes.
distance from the closest target [44,48] or a distribution of departing positions [55], intermediate superdiffusive values of
the optimal exponent arise, 1 . µopt . 2.
In addition, it is also particularly interesting to note the large-β limit as a function of the target density in destructive
searches. Fig. 4 indicates the progressive filling of the two-dimensional space as the numberN of targets increases for β = 3.
As discussed above, the two-dimensional homogeneous asymptotical regime implied by Eq. (1) with β ≥ 3 is only achieved
for a target concentration much higher than ρ = 10−4. In this scarcity regime, with N = 104 and periodic boundary
conditions at β & 3, targets appear clustered in patches, instead of completely filling the two-dimensional space in a nearly
homogeneous way. We have noticed in Fig. 4(a) that as a consequence, the non-destructive-like behavior with µopt ≈ 2
for β = 3 and scarce resources (targets occupying . 0.1% of the landscape area) progressively shifts towards the expected
uniform-like regime in denser landscapes (occupation & 1%), in which ballistic and superdiffusive searches with µ < 2
can be equally effective. This finding is in agreement with the result of Reynolds [48] on destructive searches in a patchy
landscape with overall target occupation of about 5%. A crossover between these two trends, with simultaneous increase
in the efficiency of strategies with µ → 1 and a slight downshift in the optimal µopt < 2, emerges between these typical
concentrations.
Now, we fix µ = µopt and analyze the effect of the degree of target aggregation on the optimal strategy of varying
β . For the scarcity regime of the non-destructive case, we observe in Fig. 2 that the global maximum η is achieved for
an intermediate level of clustering, βopt,nd ≈ 2.4. Importantly, the efficiency associated with the optimal set, {µopt,nd ≈
2, βopt,nd ≈ 2.4}, is much larger then the best η found when targets are uniformly distributed, as displayed in Fig. 5(a)
(notice that the η-axis is on a log scale). This great advantage as regards the uniform case is also verified in low-density
destructive searches (see Fig. 5(b)), whose best set identified from Fig. 3 is {µopt,d ≈ 1.9, βopt,d ≈ 2.9}. Unlike for the
non-destructive case, however, we observe in Fig. 3 that the local maximum efficiency saturates for β & 3.8 in low-density
destructive searches. As discussed below, this feature is related to the destruction–creation dynamics of the target lattice.
These findings are found to hold as long as the scarcity regime (ρ ≪ 1) prevails. Indeed, this can be actually seen in Fig. 5
for ρ = 5 × 10−5, 10−4 and 5 × 10−4. As commented above, a crossover to a regime in which ballistic and superdiffusive
searches with µ < 2 can be equally effective emerges as the landscape filling increases.
In order to better understand the above results, we now turn to the analysis of the statistical and dynamical properties
of the target lattice in both non-destructive and destructive searches. One relevant parameter for characterizing the spatial
distribution of targets is the length of the mean free path, λ. It is known that for a uniform distribution, λ is inversely
proportional to the global target density. In patchy (fractal or non-fractal) distributions with fixed global density, the length
of themean free path also reflects the level of target aggregation. Here wemeasure λ at a given instant of the search process
by first freezing the target lattice and then letting a ballistic random walker (not to be confused with the Lévy random
searcher) to move until a target site is found; λ thus results from the average of the target-to-target distances over 104
encounters.
We display in Fig. 6 λ versus β just before the search process starts (Nfound = 0) and also at the end of the destructive
search, i.e. after the encounter – followed by destruction and creation – of Nfound = 104 targets by the Lévy random searcher
with µ = 1.9 ≈ µopt,d. As mentioned, since the target distribution is static in the non-destructive case, the length of its
mean free path for Nfound = 0 remains the same for any Nfound > 0. In contrast, the non-equilibrium dynamics of the target
lattice in the destructive search implies an Nfound-dependent value of λ. In this case, the superimposed dynamics of finding
targets (which depends on both µ and β) and creating new ones (driven by β only) make this dependence non-trivial, so
the destructive efficiency after the encountering of Nfound = 104 targets, Eq. (3), actually results from the cumulative sum
of distances traveled between consecutive findings in an ever changing spatial distribution of targets.
In both non-destructive and destructive cases the global minimum of λ seen in Fig. 6 represents a spatial arrangement
of targets with low overall density and features intermediate between those of the low-aggregation β → 1 regime, which
contains a large number of isolated targets, and β → 3 environments, with a small number of large clusters very densely
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Fig. 6. Length of the mean free path, λ, versus β measured before the search starts (Nfound = 0: green squares) and at the end of the destructive search
(after the encountering of Nfound = 104 targets by the Lévy searcher with µ = 1.9 ≈ µopt,d: black circles). The minimum λ is interrelated with the
low-density global maximum η in Figs. 2 and 3: βmin ≈ 2.4 for Nfound = 0 coincides with βopt,nd ≈ 2.4 for non-destructive searches, whereas βmin ≈ 2.6
for Nfound = 104 is to be compared with the value βopt,d ≈ 2.9 for destructive searches. Further, the saturation trend of λ for β & 4 for Nfound = 104 also
relates closely to the plateau in the destructive η in Fig. 3. Solid lines are guides to the eyes.
aggregated, surrounded by extensive empty spaces. In the latter case the target-to-target distances are very small within
patches but very large between them, generally leading to a high value of λ; in the former, the widely spread distribution of
targets sometimes implies long rectilinear moves until a target is found, which tend to increase the value of λmainly in the
low-density regime. The intermediate value βmin for which λ is minimum therefore corresponds to a spatial arrangement of
targets in between these two opposite trends. We also notice the interrelation between the lowest mean free path and the
globalmaximumη in Figs. 2 and 3. Indeed, Fig. 6 indicates thatβmin ≈ 2.4 forNfound = 0 coincideswith the optimal exponent
for the non-destructive case, βopt,nd ≈ 2.4, whereas βmin ≈ 2.6 for Nfound = 104 is to be compared with βopt,d ≈ 2.9 for
destructive searches in the scarcity regime.
Finally, it is also interesting to note the saturation trend ofλ, observed in Fig. 6 forβ & 4 forNfound = 104. It relates closely
to the plateau in the low-density destructive η shown in Fig. 3. On comparing the curves in Fig. 6, we notice that, as the target
lattice evolves in the destructive search, the initial level of aggregation lowers, i.e. λ(Nfound = 0) > λ(Nfound = 104) for a
fixed β & 3. Indeed, as the Lévy random searcher gradually depletes an initially very dense aggregate (the scarcity regime of
large β), raising its degree of fragmentation, and new targets keep being added elsewhere, a lattice with lower aggregation
pattern is effectively generated at large Nfound.
3. Lévy searches with memory
In this section we add memory and learning ingredients to the model presented above. We consider that the searcher
constantly updates the register of the number of targets encountered, Nmem, in the last distance traversed, Lmem. In other
words, Lmem gives a measure of the memory capability by representing the maximum distance previously traveled during
which the searcher is able to remember all events of target encounters (but not their locations). The updating of Nmem is,
therefore, continuously performed along the search path.
We modify rule (ii) above so that the long-range power-law pdf (2) is only accessed when Nmem falls below some
minimum threshold, Nmem < N∗. In this case, the occurrence of extremely long jumps is generally restricted to instances
where the searcher visits regions scarce in resources. On the other hand, if the searcher has found a number of targets
above the minimum typically desirable along the preceding Lmem, i.e. Nmem ≥ N∗, then taking long steps would, on average,
unnecessarily drive it away from areas locally plentiful in food. These low-efficiency large jumps should therefore be
generally inhibited through some restriction mechanism. In this work this feature is incorporated by considering the pdf
p(ℓ) =

0, ℓ < ℓ0,
Cℓ−µ, ℓ0 ≤ ℓ ≤ Lmax, if Nmem ≥ N∗, (4)
with C denoting the normalization constant and Lmax as an upper cutoff length. As mentioned, pdf (2) remains valid only if
Nmem < N∗. Eq. (4) represents a truncated Lévy pdf (truncation, in this case, must not be mistaken for the event of a target
encounter, as discussed), which, in principle, should confer benefits on the searcher by keeping it in a region with a fair
recent record of findings.
This modifiedmodel thus considers a searcher with a sense of being inserted in a region rich or poor in targets. This leads
to learning through recent experience to recognize food-rich areas, even though such information is not retained indefinitely
in the finite-Lmem regime. The searcher’s subsequent decisions on the next step lengths are therefore taken accordingly, in
order to improve the search performance.
In the context of animal foraging, the combination of relatively short-term memory effects and no learning of food
locations might be realistic in highly dynamical landscapes such as oceans. We also comment that animals with incomplete
information on the target distribution can actually estimate the local abundance of resources from the perception of the
number of food items previously encountered, and use it as the basis for a decision-making process [72,73]. Moreover, the





















Fig. 7. Efficiency, η, of the non-destructive (ND) search versus µ and the memory extent, Lmem , of the Lévy random searcher in a landscape with
intermediate target aggregation,β = 2, and fixed low target density,ρ = 10−4 . To generally avoid inefficient large steps in a locally food-rich environment,
the truncated pdf (4) with upper cutoff Lmax = 50 is accessed whenever the number of targets found in the recent distance traversed Lmem is higher than
some threshold: Nmem ≥ N∗ = 15; otherwise, pdf (2) is used. For any fixed Lmem the largest η universally occurs at µopt,nd ≈ 2, just as in the memory-
free regime. The globally optimal set in this case, {µopt,nd ≈ 2, Lmem,opt ≈ 104}, indicates that memory does not necessarily increase the rate of target
encounters in random searches.
above ideas also retain a resemblance with the problem of memory and the efficient use of information by animals for some
general purpose (not necessarily foraging). In this context, some seminal proposals have included equal weighting for all
events that occurred in the past [81], exponentially decreasing weights for older events [81], and a memory window in
which all events that have happened before a certain time are ignored [82,83], like in the present model.
The results of the searchmodel of Section 2 can be recovered in thememory-free regime, Lmem = 0. On the other hand, for
finite Lmem the limiting cases correspond to N∗ = 0 (all steps truncated by Eq. (4), with fast convergence to Brownian search
dynamics) and N∗ → ∞ (the regime of no learning, with superdiffusive pdf (2) always applied). Therefore, for finite Lmem
and intermediate N∗, dynamics of both types are accessible to the searcher, and a highly efficient search should result from
adopting an advantageous switching compromise between these two regimes. This balanced strategy is strictly dependent
on the local distribution of targets. Indeed, Eq. (4) is generallymore accessed in environments locally abundant in resources,
while the use of pdf (2) implies the presence of the searcher in low-density areas, where long jumps are necessary in order
take it to food-rich regions once again.
We emphasize that in our model the target positions are not retained by the searcher, even during the path length Lmem.
Only the statistical information of the number of targets encountered, Nmem, along Lmem is kept and constantly updated.
Therefore, the stochastic character of the search prevails indefinitely. This contrasts with the case in which the target
positions are permanently recorded upon finding them. In the long-term limit, this infinite-memory process leads to the
full knowledge of the search space, like in the deterministic traveling salesman optimization problem [84]. Although some
animal species may forage with a remarkable acquaintance of the prey field, this situation does not seem to correspond to
themajority of realistic searches. Actually, since the resource distributions are intrinsically dynamical, and regions once rich
in food may be depleted in the short or intermediate term, extremely long-range memory should not arise as an essential
ingredient for animal foraging behavior in general. A counterexample seems to be the case for spider monkeys foraging
within a strip-like region of land limited by a lake [30,31]. Their search pattern, generally including long rectilinear moves
directly towards the fruiting trees, may be indicative of an extraordinary knowledge of the (constrained) search space.
In this specific case, instead of an unlimited area (numerically modeled by periodic boundary conditions), the searcher is
constrained tomove, or simply knows that its prey is richly distributed, in a fixed size territory, and so full-memory searches
can actually emerge as the optimal solution.
In Fig. 7 we display the efficiency of non-destructive searches as a function of µ and Lmem, for fixed β = 2 (the
intermediate aggregation regime), upper cutoff length Lmax = 50, and threshold of targets found N∗ = 15. We first notice
that, for any given Lmem, the optimal strategy remains nearly the same as that of the low-density memory-free regime,
µopt,nd ≈ 2. This finding can be understood as follows. The rules of memory and learning introduced can only generate
short-range correlations in the dynamics of the memory-free model of Section 2. In fact, in a Markovian process such as the
present one, long-range correlations do not usually arise, except in very special circumstances which do not apply here. The
fact thatµopt,nd ≈ 2 still holds for finite Lmem therefore reinforces the general scaling argument that short-range correlations
cannot change to any great extent the general features of the searcher’s optimal behavior in the long run [26]. We mention,
as a close analogy, the classical example of randomwalks with finite memory (i.e. short-range correlations), which have the
same long-termdynamical properties asmemory-free randomwalks [85]. Only in the infinite-memory limit of self-avoiding
walks does the universality class change.
Despite the universal property that the locus of maximum η occurs at µopt,nd ≈ 2 for any finite Lmem and scarcity
conditions, the specific values of η are shown in Fig. 7 to be non-universally dependent on Lmem. In particular, the efficiency
of the search when memory can be accessed to guide the choice of future step lengths (Lmem ≠ 0) increases with respect
to that for the memory-free case (Lmem = 0). This advantage results from the restriction imposed on the occurrence of
low-efficiency large jumps in situations where they are actually unnecessary, such as in locally dense areas, as argued.




















Fig. 8. Efficiency, η, of the destructive (D) search versus µ and Lmem , for β = 2, Lmax = 50 and N∗ = 15 (see, also, the caption of Fig. 7). For β = 2 and
any fixed Lmem , the largest η universally occurs at µopt,d ≈ 1.9, just as in the low-density memory-free regime. The globally optimal set in this case is
{µopt,d ≈ 1.9, Lmem,opt ≈ 104}.
However, one of the most remarkable features in Fig. 7 is the presence of the global maximum η arising for an
intermediate extent of memory, Lmem,opt ≈ 104. This result indicates that the statistical memory of previous findings does
not necessarily increase the efficiency and rate of target encounterswhen the search process is not completely deterministic.
(As discussed, a larger memory of, e.g., target positions can be increasingly advantageous since it leads to the full knowledge
of the search space, with loss of stochasticity in the long run.) In the present case, the decision-making process based on a
long-range memory of previous findings may give rise to misdirecting information. For instance, if the searcher has visited
many patches during a long path length Lmem, information on large empty areaswill be indistinguishablymixedwith that on
dense food locations. This could possibly imply an inefficient use of memory and learning skills. As a consequence, although
the existence of an optimal extent of memory might be a general property, its specific value, Lmem,opt, must significantly
depend on details of the search space and dynamics. Indeed, we have actually verified this argument by also considering
searching runs with a broad range of values of β and N∗.
A similar qualitative picture also emerges in the low-density regime of destructive searches. In this context, Fig. 8 displays
η as a function of µ and Lmem, for fixed β = 2, Lmax = 50 and N∗ = 15 as well. As in the non-destructive case, a global
maximum efficiency also arises for an intermediate extent of memory, Lmem,opt ≈ 104, with a much higher η as compared
with the memory-free regime.
The comparison with the memory-free case further identifies two general patterns. First, for fixed β the relative gain
in efficiency due to memory is generally lower for µ → 3 (the Brownian limit of normal diffusion). Second, for fixed µ
more heterogeneous landscapes generally favor a gain in efficiency due to memory. Both findings are compatible with the
expected output from the model rules. They also indicate that animals may be generally more inclined to use memory
whenever foraging superdiffusively in heterogeneous landscapes.
We argue that, in a broader perspective, beyond specific details of any learning–memory-based foraging model, in some
circumstances, there might be actual advantages to ignoring certain pieces of information. In fact, random search strategies
have been paradoxically reported [86] to outperform information-based chemotaxis in some realistic contexts. Such a
counterintuitive effectmakes sense if one takes into account that the amount of data availablemay lead tomisinformation, as
in the study presented here, or simplymay not be the information needed to optimize the search. Some generalmechanisms
for that include counteradaptations in the targets (e.g. foul-smelling odors emitted by the prey) and the fact that long-range
collection and processing of information are more error prone and/or potentially misleading [1]. Indeed, it has been actually
shown [83] that, in order to make optimal use of the information available in landscapes with some degree of randomness,
the animal should not keep thememory of events that have occurred very long ago; instead, the best form ofmemory should
discount past events at an exponential rate strictly dependent on environmental features.
The above general discussion naturally raises the question of the robustness of our main results obtained above in the
context of a specific model with memory and learning ingredients. Indeed, comparing our results with those obtained in a
number of recent works which also incorporate memory skills but in a variety of distinct ways [74,76,87], it seems that the
extension of the main findings goes beyond specific technicalities of a given model. For instance, Boyer and Walsh recently
proposed [76] a rather complex model, from the viewpoint of both the searcher and the environment, for studying the
behavior of memory-skilled spider monkeys with extraordinary knowledge about the location and abundance of fruiting
trees in a strip-like region limited by a lake [30,31]. In a way totally different from our model, the searcher is considered to
have cognitive skills that enable it to remember the locations, sizes and fruiting states of previously visited trees, i.e. once
a tree’s size and location are known, they are never forgotten. This infinite-range memory property represents a huge
difference from our short-range memory model. Nevertheless, perhaps the most interesting feature of these rather distinct
models is that they share the same main result, namely that the foraging efficiency exhibits a maximum at an intermediate
level of memory use (which is controlled by an independent parameter in Ref. [76]), so deterministic, memory-based steps
do not necessarily have a positive impact on the long-term efficiency.
In another recent work [74], Tabone et al. have studied the foraging strategies of ant colonies in dynamical environments.
In this context, after food relocation the pheromone evaporates at a given rate τ , which influences the shift of attention of
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the foraging colony to new food sources. The authors build a deterministic ‘‘mean-field’’ model, also rather distinct from
ours, in order to mimic the dynamical behavior of pheromone concentration and foragers’ trails. As regards the interplay
between memory and foraging efficiency, they find, much in accordance with our general results, that longer pheromone
memory is advantageous when environments change slowly, while fast changing environments are better exploited with
short pheromone memory. In other words, they have found an optimal rate of pheromone decay, τopt, which is directly
associated with the effective length of successful memory use. They conclude that the penalty for residual memory of old
food resources can be severe in dynamically changing environments.
We also mention, last but not least, the work byMoorter et al. [87], in which a model of a biased correlated randomwalk
is used for studying home-range behavior. The authors consider a two-partmemory system,with themotivation to return to
previously visited sites stored in the so-called reference memory and the incentive to move away from low-quality patches
controlled by the working memory. They conclude that by adding these memory processes, the random walker produces
home-range behavior as it gains experience, which also leads to more efficient resource use. In this sense, home-range
patterns require the combined action of both memory components to emerge, i.e. home-range patterns related to efficient
paths strongly depend on the relative process rates of reference and working memories.
Although we recognize that the analysis based on only four models (the three above plus ours) is certainly not enough
to claim robustness for our foraging results with memory, we also argue that, since the models are so dissimilar, it might
be possible that some degree of robustness is actually present in the general results, with the possible existence of some
underlying universal properties regarding the use of memory in the foraging activity. We hope that in this sense, our results
can motivate other theoretical and empirical works on foraging involving memory-skilled searchers.
We finally comment on an interesting debate involving the improvement of the search performance through composite
Brownian [45,50] or Lévy [47,48,51] adaptive walk models. In this context, the introduction of memory and learning skills
according to the rules above also confers on our present model an adaptive character. Although it is beyond the scope of this
study to present a detailed comparison with the results of Refs. [45,47,48,50,51], we should also mention that prey capture
does not always trigger an area restricted search [88], probably because decisions to modify the search behavior after prey
capture are dependent on many parameters, including the presence of other predators, the state of the forager, the cost of
catching the prey, the quality of the prey patch, and predation risks.
4. Discussion and conclusions
Random search is a highly complex activity, with ubiquitous realizations in contexts as diverse as regulatory proteins
‘‘looking for’’ specific DNA spots [2,3] and animal foraging [1,8–12]. In this work we have presented a systematic study of
the efficiency of Lévy random searches taking place in fractal landscapes. We have also performed an investigation on how
the presence of memory and learning skills of the searcher affects the search efficiency. Our focus has been on the scarcity
regimes of the limiting cases of non-destructive and destructive searches, in which returns to targets previously visited are
unrestricted and forbidden, respectively.
We have found that in the absence of memory and learning skills, non-destructive searches present universal optimal
behavior irrespective of the general scaling properties of the spatial distribution of target sites in the low-density regime.
Indeed, the most efficient strategy for all fractal dimensions considered, µopt,nd ≈ 2, has been shown to be the same as
that of searches performed in uniform [25] and (non-fractal) patchy [34,47] environments. In contrast, no such universal
behavior has been observed in the scarcity regime of the destructive case, with the optimal exponent, 1 . µopt,d . 2, being
strongly dependent on the degree of target aggregation. We have comprehensively discussed the mechanisms underlying
these findings.
We note, in the context of the aforementioned debate on the evolutionary versus emergent origin of optimal searches,
that the independence of the scaling properties of the environment in the non-destructive case favors the evolutionary
view. However, optimal destructive searches strongly depend on the spatial distribution of targets, so it is still possible that
emergent mechanisms play an important role in this case. In particular, we cannot discard either viewpoint for realistic
landscapes with a ‘‘revisitation degree’’ intermediate between the non-destructive and destructive cases.
Finally, we have also considered a limiting model in which search decisions are explicitly taken with reference to data
statistics of previous target encounters (i.e. a learning–memory-based process). In this model the searcher develops a sense
of being inserted in a region rich or poor in resources by learning through recent experience to recognize food-abundant
areas. We have found that memory does not necessarily increase the rate of target encounters in random searches. Instead,
there is an optimal extent of the memory accessed, dependent on the specific details of the search space and dynamics,
which maximizes the search efficiency. This finding suggests a more general result, namely that in some instances there are
actual advantages to ignoring certain pieces of information while searching for objects.
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